
vaTTezhuttu, a cursory script for Tamil,

written in a peculiar slanting way,

developed into an independent script

by the 5th century CE. 

It was current all over the Tamil country 

vaTTezhuttu

It was current all over the Tamil country 

until the Tamil script displaced it. 

The displacement started in the 7th century and 

it was total by 13th century. 

However the script lingered on for some more time, 

that is, till the 19th century Ad in Kerala 

for writing Malayalam.



vaTTezhuttu

Vowels

Consonants



On the summit of a hill at Tirunatharkunru 
near Senji, Villupuram district
was found on 1904 an inscription 

vaTTezhuttu 
Thirunatharkunru, 6th century CE

was found on 1904 an inscription 
in Early vaTTezhuttu.

The inscription is an epitaph 
commemorating the death of 
chantirananti, a Jain monk, 

after 57 days of fasting.



Thirunatharkunru inscription



A part of the inscription is given 
to compare the Tamil script 1400 years ago

with the present day script. 

Thirunatharkunru inscription

It may be noted that puLLi is used 
to represent basic consonants 



vattezhuttu
Pandya Parantaka, Anamalai, 8th century AD

In the early period, the letters were nearer 

to the Tamil characters, than later.

It can be seen that some Grantha letters are also found in the above.



Anamalai inscription

‘mArangari’ alias ‘vaidyan mUvEnthamangala-p-pEraraiyan’

of ‘kaLakkudi’, the prime minister of King Maranchadaiyan,

made this stone temple and 

ascended heaven without consecrating it . . .



vattezhuttu
Nadukal, Mahendra Pallava period

Hero-stones (Nadukal in Tamil) 
are carved stones erected 

in the honor of brave men or women in the honor of brave men or women 
who perished while defending 

the interests of the village.

These may also contain legends.

Here we shall see a sample from 
a village Mothakkal in the Chengam taluk,
belonging to the period of Mahendra Pallava.



The one shown on the leftThe one shown on the left
records the death of 

one vinRan-vaDukan, 
a servant of ponmOdanAr, 

when he has a fight with a 
leopard.

The legend, given above the 
figure is in vaTTezhuttu.





The Tamil script came into use from the the 7th century,

the earliest being of Mahendra Pallavan. 

The Pallava-s created the Tamil script 

out of the Grantha script, 

Tamil script

out of the Grantha script, 

adding necessary additional letters from vaTTezhuttu. 

Both vaTTezhuttu and Tamil were in use for some centuries.

The classical phase of Tamil script starts 

with the ascendancy of the Chozha-s (9th century).

From the 11th century onwards this became the only script 

for Tamil almost throughout the Tamil country. 



Tamil
Pallava Dandivarman, Tiruvellarai, 8th-9th centuries CE

The beginnings of Tamil script can be seen 
in the Pallava times. in the Pallava times. 

One begins to ‘see’ Tamil in these inscriptions, 
which attains full maturity 

in the hands of the Chozha scribes.



Prosperity! Without attachment to this world where those seen

(today) are not seen (tomorrow), without brooding over the

impending (final) day appointed by the Creator; before you are

worn by old age with its (appendage of) a stick; if you have

anything, enjoy (yourself) and the rest, sogive away that the

Let us first have a look at the text.

world knows it.

Isn’t lofty ideas spoken elegantly?



Let us see the inscription, now.



Let us study certain features



Here is an inscription in Tamil of Parantaka Chozha I .

It records a donation given for renovating a lake.

Tamil
Parantaka Chozha, 10th century AD

It records a donation given for renovating a lake.

The text is:

In the 34th year of Parantaka Chozha, Achchan mUrti, In the 34th year of Parantaka Chozha, Achchan mUrti, In the 34th year of Parantaka Chozha, Achchan mUrti, In the 34th year of Parantaka Chozha, Achchan mUrti, 

a minister, has given 2 a minister, has given 2 a minister, has given 2 a minister, has given 2 kasukasukasukasu----s for the renovation of the lakes for the renovation of the lakes for the renovation of the lakes for the renovation of the lake



Here is a part of the inscription transliterated.

The first word ‘svastiShrI’ is written in the Grantha script



The text of the inscription is given along 
with its meaning in present day Tamil 

In the 34th regnal year of Parantaka-chozha, Achchan mUrtu, a minister, 
has donated two kAsu-s for the repair of the tank at muniyantai

in tha kAna-country



A part of the inscription is given  below
to compare the Tamil script a millennium ago

with the present day script. 

Parantaka Chozha inscription

It may be noted that the first word ‘svastishri’ 
is written in the Grantha script



meykIrti (prasasti in Sanskrit) is 

an important genre of inscriptions. 

Though they may give exaggerated account of the patron, 

Tamil
Rajendra Chozha, Tanjavur, 11th century AD

Though they may give exaggerated account of the patron, 

they are useful to understand the king, his exploits and 

the history of that period..

The meykIrti-s of the Chozha-s and the Pandya-s 

are important contributions to Tamil literature.

Here is one such of Rajendra Chozha in elegant language

from the Brihadisvara Temple.



Hail! Prosperity! In (his) life of great prosperity (during

which he) rejoiced that while fortune having become

constant was increasing, the goddess of victory in battle,

and in the matchless goddess of fame had become his great

queens (conquered with his great and war-like army),

IdaiturainADu, VanavAsi, whose warriors (were protected

Below is a art of the meykirti

IdaiturainADu, VanavAsi, whose warriors (were protected

by) walls of continuous forest, KoLLippAkai whose walls

were surrounded by SuLLi trees . . .



Shown below is a part of his Tamil inscription.



Let us study a few features

That the base lines of many letters like that of Á, À etc,

have become horizontal may be noticed. The top line (serif) has 

also undergone some change.

One may almost ‘read’ the inscription now!



Tamil
Kulonttunga I, Tirukkazhunkunram, 12th century AD

By 11th-12th century further development is reached. 

Here is a meykirti of Kulottunga Chozha I.



“Heil! Prosperity! While his wheel (of authority)

went as far as the golden circle (Mount Meru) on

the earth surrounded by the most of the sea

which was surrounded by (his) fame (the king)

newly wedded the brilliant goddess of victory,

while still heir apparent, by the deed of valour at

sakkarakkOTTam.sakkarakkOTTam.



Inscription transliterated.



A number of letters have reached their final shape like Â..
The letters have become more angular, rectangular and 

no letter has not a clear horizontal base, 

a characteristic feature of today’s Tamil. 


